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at least not the kind of Christians the
rest of the league members were.

In a more recent incident, the national
news carried a spot about the opening
of a Mormon temple in Atlanta and
along with it a comment by a
Protestant minister discussing points
in Mormon theology with which he
disagreed and additional comments
about whether Mormonism was a
cult. (With the advent of Jamestown,
the Rev. Moon, Hare Krishnas, and
the like, being identified as a cult is
the ultimate curse from mainstream
religion. However, one might hearken
to anothe~r observation that a cult is a
religion without a power base.)

At any rate, these incidents have
prompted a number of observations.
First of all, I doubt that these
responses represent the mainline
Protestant attitude toward Mormons
but rather a minor if vocal element in
conservative Protestantism. They do,
however, indicate a vast ignorance of
and fear of Mormons which exist
outside of the world of Zion, an
ignorance not unlike that which many
Utah Mormons have about other
denominations.
Second, there is a similarity between
Mormons and these conservative
Protestants in the exclusiveness which
they both encourage. The hardcore
Biblebelt Protestants are convinced
’that they have a corner on the truth
and that those who do not accept that
truth as they see it are wrong (at best)
or perhaps even bound for eternal
damnation.

Mormons believe in the revelations to
Joseph Smith and in continuing
revelation to their particular Prophet;
they are the true church. Others are
not.

That kind of exclusiveness, indigenous
to most Christianity, is emphasized to
varying degrees in different Christian
sects. Practiced to extremes, it
breeds ignorance and intolerance.

The intolerance can take the obvious
form of the events noted above, or it
can take a more subtle form. I
recently heard a non-Mormon woman
on a local talk show discussing her
relationship with her Mormon
neighbors. One of them had
commented to her that she was so
family oriented that she should be a
Mormon. A non-Mormon friend of
mine who dotes on his five daughters
reports similar comments from
thoughtless friends.

There is an outrageous presumption
in such remarks that Mormons--or
whoever--have a corner on the

market when it comes to close family
life. The denomination or the virtue
might change, but the attitude
permeates much religious feeling.

A recent Sunstone Foundation-
sponsored debate featured a BYU
professor and bishop and a local
Baptist minister debating the question
of whether Mormons are Christians.
The substance of the arguments
seemed to be that the Mormon said
"yes" because Mormons practice
Christ-like behavior and the Baptist
said "no" because of specific
theological tenents such as the nature

of God and adherence to certain
historically Christian creeds.

All of this has the feel of arguments
about how many angels can sit on the
head of a pin. Although it may
prompt lively and at times even
intellectually stimulating debate on
the nature of man and the world in
which he lives, I think it more often
leads to the kind of intolerance noted
earlier. It really doesn’t matter how
many are on the head of the pin. It
does matter that they are willing to
share it. It may be the only pin there
is.

ssues of Intimacy

REDIRECTING MY FINGER
Marybeth Raynes
After being a therapist for a few
years, I rarely encounter an entirely
new situation anymore. But
recently, to my delight, I did. A
couple, who have been and are very
active in the Church and who have
had severe marital problems most of
their seventeen years of married life,
came for help about the decision to stay
married or to divorce. Nothing new
about that. But their approach to
telling me about their marriage was.
For the first time in my experience,
each spouse discussed at length what
he or she had done to cause the
problems that exist between them. I
was amazed. Each had some personal
insight, each took responsibility for
his or her part of the dysfunction, and
neither blamed the other.
It had not always been that way. A
recent crisis had scared both of them
and each had since spent days of
excruciating self introspection. Of
course, the problems did not stop with
their insight. But their awareness
provided an excellent foundation for
working with the problems at hand.
Or I can change the nature of the
relationship so that the issue or
problem is deleted from my
interaction with that person.
Rearranging schedules, doing less of
certain kinds of things together,
deciding not to talk about a certain
issue except at safe times--or never
again--are all possible. With this in
mind, my definition of a good
marriage at this point in life is:
Sharing and celebrating all of the

points in our lives that we have in
common, exploring areas of new
agreement and interaction (on new
activities or old problems), and finding
ways to slide past each other with as
little conflict as possible in areas
where we disagree. Accepting that we
do not have to agree andinteract on
every idea or event brings a freedom
to celebrate what we do have without
allowing the conflicting areas to
contaminate what we enjoy. A final
possibility is to discontinue or take a
"leave of absence" from the
relationship. In some situations, this
may be the easiest solution. But in a
marriage, a family, or with long term
friends this is very difficult and often
doesn’t work. Still after a long trial of
trying to change yourself, not
demanding change of the other, and
following the above two alternatives,
that option may be important to
consider. Several Church authorities
have agreed that even though the
Church deplores divorce, it does not
demand that genuinely unhappy or
severely conflicted couples stay
together. Colloquially stated, we are
not required to sweat out an eternal
marriage. However, and paradoxically,
thinking through the idea of
dissolution sometimes reveals areas of
agreement and accord and renews the
desire to change what is causing
difficulty.

Happily I’d like to report that my own
efforts at changing myself instead of
wanting someone else to do all the
changing has had marvelous results. !
find myself able to care more about
other people as I find myself wanting
less to change them. The generous
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outpouring of love and concern I feel
from friends, family, colleagues, and
acquaintances has been rich testimony
that non-demanding loves works
wonderfully. The couple who came in
pointing their fingers only at
themselves are also finding marriage
somewhat more satisfying. The
struggle isn’t over (it never is), but
their commitment to change
themselves is starting to unravel some
long tied knots in their relationship.

Realistically when two people are
changing, the course is not predictable.
Relapses occur easily during stress or
crisis. Recently remarried, I found
myself during the two weeks before
the wedding (although positive,
weddings are a crisis like any other
major change) telling my fiance, now
husband, how he could make me feel
better when I was particularly tired or
overloaded. Then I realized that my
requests were really asking him to
take the responsibility for making me
happy. I was shrugging off onto him
what was essentially my own job.

Changing ourselves often works
magic and overcomes the other
person’s resistance to change. But
not always. When change seems
impossible, I still have several
alternatives.

I can accept the problem as ongoing
but not disruptive to the relationship.
Essentially, I agree to disagree with
the other person and affirm that the
disagreement is not central to my
relationship with him/her. We can
build on other things. Many members
married to non-members have chosen
this solution and have found a peace
that always actively expecting a
temple marriage will never bring. An
important note: giving up an
expectation does not mean giving up
hope; it simply means giving up the
sense that it is my right to have it
happen, giving up making myself
unhappy if it does not happen, and
giving up forecasting sudden relief or
change.

Most of the time, however, when ~
change the direction of my finger and
point it at myself long enough to
realize how I am contributing to the
problem a lasting, satisfactory solution
occurs. How do I do it? (First an
important disclaimer. It is not easy and
I am not always successful at first.
Sometimes it takes months of
practice.) First of all I must develop
the right mind set. How | point my
finger at myself is crucial. I can
damage myself as much by being
negative as I can others. I shouldn’t
threaten, sermonize, nag, or blame.

Beyond that, I must give myself credit
for having good motivations but
sometimes poor methods in
interacting with others. I can pinpoint

this in others. For example, I see a
friend’s habit of constantly reminding
his family members about upcoming
get togethers (even though all have
efficiently kept appointment books) as
a way of saying, "I love you, I want to
get together, I don’t want anything to
happen so that we will miss out on a
good time" (good motivation). But
his style communicates "I am not sure
if you can keep track of events by
yourself" or "lam not sure if I am
important enough to you for you to
remember me on your own" (poor
method). Similarly I need to learn to
recognize such shortcomings in myself.

Finally, I must expect to change at
least as much as the other person.
This willingness helps rule out self
interest as the only motive for
wanting the other to change.

After these preliminaries, I try a
number of things. I ask other friends
(safe ones at first!) to describe how
they see me in a problem situation. I
ask the person I am having the
problem with. Most partners are quite
willing to tell you what they think
you are doing wrong. But | need to
learn to ask for the right information,
for specific, concrete details about
actions, voice tone, facial expression.
Going back over the memory of a
certain event sometimes helps. I try to
piece together the sequence of the
problem interaction. I run it over in
slow motion in my mind. For example,
what do I feel and then say after he
says such and such. And then, what
does he say or do after my statement
or action? In sum what is the effect of
my words and actions on others, not
just my intentions.
Next, and tougher yet, I take my
budding awareness to my partner or
friend and share what | have
discovered and what I want to change.
As risky as this part is, it is often the
most rewarding. With couples I
counsel and in my own relationships, I
have found that talking through the
sequence of a problem and its under-
lying motivations in a non-judgmental
atmosphere often provides important
breakthroughs in seemingly endless
problems. Meeting the other half way
is a more enticing invitation to
change.
Whatever the initial reaction of
others, a continuing commitment to
change myself regardless of what the
other person does is important. Even
if the particular problem in the
relationship isn’t solved, I generally
feel better about my own life and
often my other relationships will go
better.
Probably their most crucial discovery
was that it is fruitless to demand that
the other person change. I agreed.
Since we have no direct control over

anyone’s actions but our own, we can
only change ourselves.

Unfortunately, although we give lip
service to the idea in Mormon culture
that only the Lord--or the Holy
Ghost--can change a person’s heart,
we spend a good deal of effort trying
to change other people in our wards,
in our families, in our circle of friends.
The milder methods of sermons and
logic (discussions of good reasons to
keep the commandments, why an
eternal principle is true) often escalate
to threats and ultimatums (lasting
sorrow or grief, loss of family in the
eternities, hurting our family or
friends) when change doesn’t occur.

Sometimes these methods seem to
work. A person is moved by a sermon
to transform his or her life; a new
reason or logic for a desired behavior
makes sense and clears the way for
change; a threat scares someone
enough to "clean up his act."
(Although not easily visible, generally
the person who is threatening is more
scared than the person he or she is
trying to frighten.) But however
effective they may seem at times,
negative methods are essentially high
risk tools. Resentment, guilt, or other
negative feelings often come back
towards the person applying the
pressure. The relationship may suffer
in the process of "just trying to
help"--a poor trade off in most cases.

The old tale about the argument
between the wind and the sun
illustrates the ineffectiveness of force.
Each argued he could get a man to
take his coat off. The wind tried first,
using force. The man only clutched
the coat more tightly to him. The sun
provided comfort and then warmth,
and the man readily took off his coat.

What works then in getting a person
to change? In relationships between
adults or peers, basically nothing. (I
am excluding discussion about
relationships between adults and
children because I think there are
some important exceptions to my
following points.) I can invite but not
demand change. The best | can hope
for is to influence a person in an area
in which he or she already wants to
change. The irony is that many people
already truly want to change parts of
their lives or personalities that I may
want them to change. Most people are
pretty hard on themselves and can
compose quickly long lists of undesir-
able qualities. Many feel stuck with
behavior that is as obnoxious to them
as to others. By discovering an area a
person wants to change and then
using positive methods such as
example, reasoning, modeling,
empathy and encouragement,
environment for change is created.
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ON THE .CONSTITUTION AND
THE FAMILY: FROM STATUS
TO CONTRACT
Jay S. Bybee
In the January 1983 Michigan Law
Review, former BYU law professor
Bruce Hafen, now President of Ricks
College, published a substantial article
on the relationship between the
Constitution and the family. Entitled
"The Constitutional Status of
Marriage, Kinship, and Sexual
Privacy--Balancing the Individual and
Social Interests," the article suggests
some interesting legal, cultural, and
historical issues.

Hafen first refers to the historical
shift from what are called Status
rights to Contract rights--first
described in the last century by the
English jurist Sir Henry Maine. "The
movement of the professional
societies has . . . been distinguished
by the gradual dissolution of family
dependency and the growth of
individual obligation in its place," said
Maine. "The individual is steadily
substituted for the family, as the unit
of which civil laws take account."
Hafen further elaborates this theme.
"The individualism of Contract
assumes that each person acts
pr’irnarily in his own interest. Under
Status, however, it was assumed that
people would act for the good of the
order in which they held membership
and from which they derived their
status." Echoing Maine, he continues:
"The commitments of close kinship
and marriage represent the last
modern vestiges of Status as a source
of duty."
Few legal rights or duties are now
determined by Status, so the concept
may be difficult to understand at first
Basically, reference to one’s status in
the family (or some other group) at
one time determined the rights one
held or the duties one owed. For
example, under English common law
the eldest son held a preferred, if not
an exclusive, claim to his father’s
lands. A second example may be
found in the law of evidence. Since

one purpose of Status categories was
to preserve the sanctity of the
marriage and family relationship,
husband and wife--"one flesh"--were
treated as a single legal entity, and
one spouse was disqualified from
testifying against the other spouse
concerning any marital communi-
cations.

Remnants of Status rights and duties
can also be found in decisions such as
Pierce v. Society of Sisters in which the
Supreme Court struck down a
compulsory public education law in
Oregon. The Court stated that
parents and guardians "have the
right, coupled with the high duty, to
recognize and prepare [the child] for
additional obligations." (I might add
that an analogous example of Status-
created rights and duties is found in
D&C 83:4 which states that "children
have claim upon their parents for
their maintenance until they are of
age.")

Duties created by Status fulfill the
needs of the family--even when
performance of such a duty would
arguably not be in the immediate self-
interest of one of the members of the
family. Generally rights and duties
created through Status are
determined by history and tradition.
In contrast contract rights and duties
are created by individuals, acting in
their own self-interest.

The problem, as Hafen identifies it, is
that when our society moves from
recognizing both Status and Contract
to recognizing only Contract, it
eliminates rights and duties which are
necessary to our society and can only
be preserved by maintaining some
Status categories. The stability of our
free society depends upon the
transmission of traditions and values
which cannot be passed on by
contracting to inculcate morals and
discipline.

Hafen then reviews the most recent
Supreme Court decisions affecting the
status of the family, including topics
such as illegitimacy, foster parents,
marriage, children’s rights, abortion,

and sexual privacy. Hafen concedes
that in general the Supreme Court
has sought to preserve the protected
status of the family, but he wonders
whether the very fact that the U.S.
Supreme Court is deciding these
questions is not itself an indication of
the shift from Status to Contract.
The Constitution was designed to
insure individual political rights.
The emerging legal trend which
considers domestic relations (once left
to state courts) constitutional rights
matters threatens to reduce marriage
to a mere contract to associate.

Some constitutional scholars, such as
Harvard’s prominent Laurence Tribe,
believe that the future for families
lies in individual autonomy and that
the State will liberate "the child--and
the adult--from the shackles of such
intermediate groups as family." In
contrast Hafen believes the enactment
of the Constitution did not do away
with the legal status of the family.
"The silence of the Constitution on
the entire subject of family does
not tell us that marriage and family
were unimportant to the founders; it
tells us, rather, that the Founders
consciously accepted the regulation of
family life embodied in the civil
legislation. They did not view
individual rights arising from family
relationships--though there were
many--as political liberties needing
protection by the Bill of Rights."
Hafen defends the need for a dual
system in which notions of
enlightened self-interest inherent in
Contract will be balanced against the
societal benefits to be derived from
family rights protected through
Status. "The opinions of the Supreme
Court . . . suggest that despite all the
individual rights rhetoric, most of the
Justices still tacitly believe they are
maintaining a family tradition based
on kinship and marriage, designed to
contribute ultimately to a productive,
but separate individual tradition." He
warns that "[w]hether the historic
relationship between the two
traditions can continue to be mutually
productive is a more open question
now than it has ever been before."
Thus he concludes that duty--
represented by Status--and liberty--
represented by Contract--are "two
poles on a single construct" and that
the divorce of "liberty from duty is to
impair the search for freedom, no
matter which extremes we pursue.
The totalitarian state has divorced the
two, as duty to the collective has
become everything. The anarchistic
libertarian would divorce the two, as
the unrestrained and self-fulfilling
pursuit of personal liberty becomes
everything.’"
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